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My passion for the outdoors is these days largely devoted to 
introducing others and ensuring quality hunting and fishing 
experiences are safeguarded for future generations.  
The lifetime experience i bring began with that first fishing 
licence aged 6, and i’ve hunted gamebirds since 16.  My 
career started as a Trainee Field Officer with Wellington 
acclimatisation society gaining wide experience in fish and 
game management.  Everything from operating a trout 
hatchery to establishing gamebird habitat, while developing an 
in-depth knowledge of the Wellington region’s fish and game 
resource and its threats.  
in 1986 i established the Palmerston North retail store, ‘andy 
Tannock’s Hunting & Fishing’.  its success led me to expand the 
concept into a cooperative which today comprises 37 stores 
nationwide.  along the journey i assisted in founding Ducks 
unlimited Manawatu, The Waterfowl Enhancement Trust, 
i initiated the swamp Comp project (hunters trap wetland 
predators and win prizes) and i Chair the NZ Game Bird Habitat 
Trust (‘duck stamp’ proceeds are allocated to worthy habitat 
projects.)  
in the 90’s we sold our house in town to purchase and restore 
an iconic Manawatu ox-bow wetland – in conservation i believe 
actions speak louder than words!  if re-elected, i’ll continue my 
resolve to keep rivers healthy and accessible for fishing with 
wetlands productive and our hunting heritage secure.  Where 
appropriate it’s my desire to influence Fish & Game’s perceived 
negativity toward farming by balancing publicity with examples 
of the positive water quality and habitat restoration projects 
many landowners deserve credit for.

Candidate Interest Statement
To the best of my knowledge and belief, i have potential 
conflicts of interest with Fish and Game NZ at the date of 
my nomination as:
• i am a Director of the Hunting & Fishing New Zealand 

outdoor equipment retail group and it should be 
understood that 
• Hunting & Fishing New Zealand stores are agents for 

the selling of Fish & Game NZ licences
• Hunting & Fishing New Zealand from time to time 

markets outdoor merchandise commercially within 
Fish & Game NZ publications 

• i do not believe any further conflicts of interest are 
likely to arise in the future other than the continuation 
of the conflicts of interest stated above.


